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‘Simply Special’ 

AGWSD Summer School 2017 @ Sparsholt College, Westley Lane, Sparsholt Winchester, 

Hampshire SO21 2NF 01962 776441  

Sunday 13 – Sunday 20 August 2017 

 

Welcome to the brochure for the Association of Guilds of Weavers, Spinners and Dyers 

Summer School 2017. 

 

Summer School 2017 will follow the long tradition of the Association Summer Schools, with 

courses running for the week, a silent auction, raffle, the Trade Fair, fashion show, the tutor’s 

exhibition and Certificate of Achievement exhibition, the week concluding with a Gala 

Dinner. 

Janet Crowther  

Convenor 
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Course code: SS17W1 

Course title: Weaving New from Old 

Tutor: Riitta Sinkkonen-Davies 

 

Course overview: 

Weave new and fun items using fabrics 

from all those old clothes and other 

fabrics you have kept, turning them into 

table runners, cushions or even into rugs 

and hangings.   

  

Course content: 

We will start by discussing different fabrics and their suitability for variety of projects as well 

as how best to cut the fabrics for these.  During day one we will put on a small warp of rug 

weight warp and students can weave a pot rug using a three shuttle technique used in Finland 

for rag rugs. Later on students can start a larger project of their choice. Days will be spent 

between cutting and weaving with discussions on further ideas. We should have several 

finished pieces of work by the end of the course.  

 

 Student experience required:   

This course is open to all abilities. 

 

Tutor profile:   

Ritta has been a weaver all her life having first learned as a child weaving rag rugs with her 

grandmother in Finland. She has tutored at three Summer Schools before and run workshops 

for guilds for nearly 30 years. Riitta was a tutor at Urchfont Manor College in Wiltshire 

running two residential courses there every year for 20 years until it closed couple of years 

ago. Riitta also runs a workshop for local people at her studio and some residential courses. 

 

Materials/equipment - students to bring:  

Four or eight shaft loom + other accessories needed for weaving. Selection of old clothes and 

fabrics (you will need quite a lot for a week), good sharp scissors and roller cutter and cutting 

mat. Yarns for warp (tutor to advise). 

A more comprehensive list will be sent to students on receipt of their balance with a reminder 

a month before Summer School. 
 

Materials/equipment - tutor will provide:  

Some yarns for warps may be provided, hopefully most yarns will provided by students 

according to the list to be provided on payment of the balance. Riitta could possibly bring a 

suitable loom for a rug for one student.  

 

Additional costs:  

A charge will be made for any yarns provided by the tutor. 

 

Tutor web/blog:  

www.riitta.co.uk 
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Course code: SS17W2 

Course title: Silk Weaving with 

Handspun Tapestry Inserts 

Tutor: Sue Hiley Harris 

  

Course overview: 

Weave balanced cloth with weft-faced 

inserts. Handspin lustrous silk tops to 

insert small areas of weft-faced design 

into a soft commercially spun silk woven 

fabric. 

Course content: 

Sue will share her knowledge of this technique she developed and used to make distinctive 

hand woven silk scarves and jackets. An introductory slide show will be followed by 

practical weaving of simple shapes followed by more complex designs of the weft-faced 

areas and the plain weave lying side by side. The design areas are often small and require 

particular yarns to cover the warp. Lustrous worsted yarns will be spun from combed silk 

tops to give intense areas of colour or lustre to the tapestry areas.  

Emphasis will be placed on techniques to perfect plain weave, good selvedges and handspun 

inserts that do not distort the fabric. Finishing techniques and cloth finishing will also be 

included. Students will be encouraged and helped to design and weave a scarf or hanging. 

Student experience required:   

Students will need to have some experience of both spinning and weaving. 

Tutor profile:   

Sue Hiley Harris is an experienced teacher and has taught classes in Britain, Ireland, 

Australia and the U.S.A.  As well as short courses in her own home and to many of the 

Spinners and Weavers guilds around the country, she has also run a weavery for two years 

working with students of all abilities and aspirations. She has taught at several AGWSD 

summer schools.  

Materials/equipment – students to bring: 

Four or Eight shaft loom (students will be working on either four or six shafts) and other 

equipment for weaving including reed, bobbins, threading and reed hooks 

Bobbin winder (optional – we will need 4 or 5).  Spinning wheel, bobbins, lazy kate 

20/2 or 30/2 spun silk yarn, natural or dyed silk tops 

Notebook and pencil, graph paper, scissors, tape measure, pins, needles, small mirror, pick-

up stick 

A more comprehensive list, including suitable combinations of shafts, reed and yarn, will be 

sent to students prior to Summer School. 

 Materials/equipment – tutor will provide: 

Some spare equipment including bobbin winder, pick-up sticks etc 

Some 30/2 tussah silk yarn 

Natural cultivated and tussah silk tops 

Additional costs: 

A small charge will be made for any materials provided by the tutor. 

Tutor web/blog: 

www.suehileyharris.co.uk        page 2 
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Course code: SS17W3 

Course title: Just Add Water: Weaving Textiles That 

Shape Themselves 

Tutor: Ann Richards 

 

Course overview: 

Ann Richards is a tutor of international repute. This is a 

course for the more advanced weavers, using high-twist 

yarns to create fabrics with lively textural and elastic 

properties. 

 

Course content: 

A broad introduction to the use of high-twist yarns, combined with various contrasting 

materials, in creating strongly textured, elastic fabrics. These fabrics remain flat on the loom 

but they are transformed by washing - water releases the energy of the yarns and the textiles 

then ‘organize themselves’ to give textured, shaped and three-dimensional effects. 

Experiments with a range of high-twist yarns, combined with different weave structures and 

with ‘normal-twist’ yarns, will create a variety of shapes and textures. Other materials used in 

the course will include elastomeric yarns, since these are also useful for textured effects, and 

some silk/metal yarns that can give fabrics a ‘memory’ for additional pleats and folds. 
 

Student experience required:   

Intermediate to experienced. A detailed knowledge of weave structures is not essential as 

there are many interesting possibilities with simple weaves, but because many high-twist 

yarns are fairly delicate some experience of handling fine yarns will be useful. 
 

Tutor profile:  

Ann Richards studied woven textiles at West Surrey College of Art and Design (now the 

University for the Creative Arts) where she later also worked as a lecturer. She has exhibited 

widely, in the UK and abroad, and has work in many public collections. Over the last twenty-

five years Ann has taught workshops in the UK, Scandinavia, Europe, Canada and USA. 
 

Materials/equipment - students to bring: 

4 or 8 shaft loom - ready warped, boat shuttles and bobbins or paper quills. 

Threading/sleying hooks, linen tester (piece glass), scissors, pins, notebook, calculator. 

Pirn winder and spool rack (it will be enough if 2 or 3 people volunteer to bring these). 
 

Options and instructions for setting up the loom will be sent out in advance, together with a 

list of the high-twist, elastomeric and metal yarns that will be needed (all available from 

Handweavers Studio). Also, please bring along any favourite yarns that you use a lot. 
 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide: 

 Loomstate sample pieces for a demonstration of wet finishing. Samples/finished items 

showing various effects using high-twist yarns.  

 

Additional costs:  

No additional costs. 

 

Tutor web/blog:  

www.craftscouncil.org.uk/directory  www.facebook.com/ann.richards.5496 
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Course code: SS17W4 

Course title: 3D Textures and Shapes in Tapestry Weaving 

Tutor: Jane Brunning 

  

Course overview: 

Tutor Jane Brunning will explore a wide variety of techniques which 

will include wrapping, whipping, incorporating found objects/ beads in 

the tapestry surface, sumac, distorting the warp, supplementary warps, 

shaping tapestries, creative slits,  providing opportunity to weave with 

nettle, hemp, linen, wool, cotton, plastic, paper, wire and other unusual 

yarns. 

 

Course content: 

Taking inspiration from a wide variety of woven samples and materials 

this is an opportunity to experiment and create shaped tapestries, 

different surfaces and incorporate objects into the tapestries like beads, 

stones, wood etc .  

 

Student experience:   

This course is open to all abilities.  

A basic knowledge of warping a frame is useful but not essential 

 

Tutor profile:   

Collecting unusual yarns and objects are Jane’s passion. She has travelled extensively which 

has been inspirational to her work, the way she teaches and shares her knowledge.  

In 1998 Jane did a post graduate advanced tapestry weaving course at West Dean College 

achieving a distinction. She became a programme adviser on the course and has worked on 

the History of Surrey Project and the Hunt of the Unicorn in the commercial studio at West 

Dean.  Jane has a studio at her home where she runs courses for weavers of all abilities as 

well as working on her own weaving. 

 

Materials/equipment- students to bring: 

Frame, bobbins, clamp, scissors, notebook, needles, threads. Any favourite weft yarns. Start 

to collect objects that you might like to incorporate in your weavings. 

A more comprehensive list will be sent to students on receipt of their balance with a reminder 

a month before Summer School. 
 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide: 

A variety of warps. A wide range of exciting wefts. Lots of bits and pieces that can be 

incorporated into your tapestries. 

 

Additional costs:  

A small cost may be charged for materials. 

 

Tutor web/blog: 

 www.janebrunningtapestry.co.uk 
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Course code: SS17S5 

Course title: A Fleece A Day 2 

Tutor: Amanda Hannaford 

 

Course overview: 

Back by popular demand, tutor Amanda 

Hannaford will cover all types of fibre 

preparation, woollen and worsted spinning, 

plus a few fancy yarn techniques to make the 

most of the fleece properties, focussing on one 

fleece each day. 

Course content: 

Throughout the week students will be working with five or six distinctly different fleece 

types. They will comb or flick the locks on longer wools for smooth sleek worsted yarns. 

Very short fibres will be hand-carded and woollen-spun for bouncy soft and lofty yarns. In 

short students will learn all the fibre preparation methods to enable them to get the best from 

any fleece. They will also aim to spin a wide range of yarns, from thick sturdy for outer 

garments, to super fine for delicate lace; and will also blend fleece with other fibres, and use 

the special qualities of some of the fleece types to create a few of the more straightforward 

fancy yarns. 

Student experience required:   

There won’t actually be time to teach anyone to spin, so students will need basic spinning 

knowledge and good control of their wheel. Experienced spinners who have been tempted by 

all the ready-to-spin tops available in recent years, and would like a refresher on back-to-

basics fibre prep could also find the course appealing.  

Tutor profile:   

This will be Amanda’s fifth Summer School. She regularly teaches beginner spinners from 

home and travels around the Guilds giving workshops on more advanced techniques. She has 

also taught in The Netherlands, and in Afghanistan and Tibet with the help of a translator. 

Materials/equipment - students to bring: 

Requirements for the course are a spinning wheel with at least four bobbins. Students will 

also be using hand-carders, drum-carders, flick-carders, pet brushes, hand-held combs and 

table-mounted combs throughout the week. None of these are an absolute necessity as there 

will be a few of each to borrow, but if you do already own any of these tools, please bring 

them along. 

A more comprehensive list will be sent to students a month before Summer School 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide: 

All fleece needed for the course. A swing picker, box picker, mounted and hand held combs, 

hand and drum carders, flick carders. 

Additional costs: 

 £20 -30 for materials for the week (including extra to work on at home) 

Tutor web/blog: 

 www.mandacrafts.co.uk includes a link to my Facebook page 
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Course code: SS17S6 

Course title: Designer Yarns   

Tutor:  Jane Deane 

 

Course overview: 

Jane Deane will be looking at the sources of 

inspiration for handspun yarns, ‘playing 

with the image’ and, of course, the many 

and varied spinning techniques. Jane has 

tutored very successful courses at previous 

Summer Schools. 
 

Course content: 

Day 1 - looking at an inspiration for a yarn, chosen by each individual before the course 

starts. Some basic 'playing with the image,' to sort out colour, texture, etc. This can take all 

day but some students may be ready to start spinning in the afternoon 

Day 2 Discovering spinning techniques - spiral, boucle, cable, core-spinning, etc., 

Day 3 Trying out different fibres in the techniques we have learnt 

Day 4 Consolidating the knowledge we have gained about design, spinning technique and 

fibre type and using this information to produce some stunning yarns! 

Day 5 Student led. Students can chose to work individually or perhaps in small groups or 

altogether and we will cover what they would like to try 

Day 6 Continuation of Day 5 and a chance to have a general discussion about what we have 

discovered and achieved over the past week and where we might go from here (especially if 

some of us have been shopping!) 
 

 Student experience required:   

Students should be able to spin. It is very useful if they understand the difference between 

woollen and worsted though not essential 
 

Tutor profile:   

Jane  has taught widely throughout the UK and in Europe, including two previous Summer 

Schools and at many guilds. She has tutored for her local education authority for over ten 

years.  
 

Materials/equipment - students to bring: 

A spinning wheel.  A comprehensive list will be sent to students on receipt of their balance 

with a reminder a month before Summer School. 
 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide:  

Drum carder, hackle, Country Spinner (jumbo yarns), a wide variety of different 

fibres/beads/materials to include in fancy yarns 
 

Additional costs:  

£20 materials 
 

Tutor web/blog: 

www.janedeane.co.uk         Page 6 
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Course code: SS17S7 

Course title: Spin Flora not Fauna 

Tutor:  Paivi Suomi 

 

Course overview: 

Paivi Suomi, a tutor new to Summer 

School, covering spinning with flax strick 

and top, hemp strick and top, ramie, soya, 

banana, corn, rose, nettle, depending on 

availability. 

 

Course content: 

The course will cover an assortment of plant fibres, ranging from coarse tow flax, to soft and 

slippery soya silk. Each day will focus on a different plant fibre or two, how to spin it, ply it, 

dye it, along with some ideas and small projects that can be made from the sample yarns such 

as knit, crochet, woven, as it is preferable to have an end use for yarns that are spun, rather 

than an odd collection of sample skeins that sit in a box. Some of the flora fibres that will be 

spun are: flax strick and top, hemp strick and top, ramie, soya, banana, corn, rose, nettle (not 

cotton). The fibres may vary depending on availability at the time of the course. 

Student experience required:   

Have done some spinning before 

Tutor profile:   

Paivi first learned to spin, weave, felt and dye in the early 1990's, under the mentorship of 

Master Spinner, Judith MacKenzie. Following that very enriching experience, she worked as 

the Weaving/Spinning Guide at About.com, providing support to the Fibre Arts online 

community.  She continued this work with an online blog  http://www.allfiberarts.com  Since 

retiring from the world of other work, Paivi provides one-to-one and small group workshops 

from her studio in Chichester. 

Materials/equipment – students to bring: 

Spinning wheel, extra bobbins, skein winder, small dish, small tea towels, distaff if you have 

one 

A more comprehensive list will be sent to students on receipt of their balance with a reminder 

a month before Summer School. 
 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide: 

All spinning fibres for the workshop 

 

Additional costs: 

£40 to cover materials costs 

 

Tutor web/blog:  

http://www.paivatar.com. 
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Course code: SS17D8 

Course title: Azure to Midnight – Indigo Shibori 

Tutor: Jane Callender 
 

Course overview: 

A masterclass with shibori artist and expert tutor, Jane 

Callender. Jane will lead the students through all the 

considerations and deliberations of working many 

shibori techniques, stitching, including pattern 

planning, folding and compressing, pleating, cylinder 

wrapping and binding.  
 

Course content: 

The emphasis throughout this masterclass is on exploration, learning skills, refining existing 

ones and pushing onto lesser known techniques through the working of samples. These 

endeavours will be revealed through the use of four indigo vats – synthetic, natural chemical, 

tint and a small organic vat, a truly authentic experience maximising the full potential of 

indigo. Complimentary dyes include iron rust, tannins and a few fibre reactive dyes. Be 

prepared, for every process in this genre takes time. The final outcome? – a mind buzzing 

with ideas and possibilities with supplied notes and a stunning range of samples enabling you 

to continue at home with skill and confidence. 

  

Student experience required:   

Some experience of shibori or working with textiles and hand stitching advantageous. 
 

Tutor experience:   

An international lecturer and tutor with teaching experience in schools, at degree level and in 

adult education. Jane’s overseas commitments include 3 tours of Australia; 3 masterclasses 

for Maiwa Symposium, Canada. The Yukon, Aranya in Kerala, India, Kuwait, for Selvedge 

at the Chateau Dumas, France and for many groups in the UK.  

  

Materials/equipment – students to bring: 

Student quick ref. Natural fabrics, sewing kit to include scissors and needles, embroidery 7 or 

8, water soluble marker pen (not fading) at least 2 balls of string, rubber gloves, dust mask 

and 2 buckets.  

A more comprehensive list to include a fabric guide will be sent to students on receipt of their 

balance with a reminder a month before Summer School. 
 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide: 

Dyes – Synthetic and natural indigo, iron rust, tannins, Procions and auxiliary ingredients. 

‘Callishibori’ stencils, specialist stitching thread, samples, information sheets, itajime boards, 

cylinders. Callishibori products, including stencils and thread will be available for purchase 

as will her two books ‘2000 Pattern Combinations’ and ‘Stitched shibori’ published Jan 2017. 
 

Additional costs:  

Lab fee to cover costs of dyes and specialist thread £10.00 - £25.00 
 

Tutor web/blog: 

www.callishibori.co.uk        Page 8 
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Course code: SS17D9 

Course title: Natural Dyeing 

Tutor: Judy Hardman 
 

 Course overview: 

Judy Hardman is an enthusiastic natural 

dyer and author. This course will take you 

through all the processes for mordanting, 

dyeing with traditional plants and 

concentrated extracts, the effects of 

modifiers and different types of fibres. You 

will produce a set of sample cards and have an opportunity to dye your own clean 20g hanks. 

Course content: 

Sunday evening: Introduction; safety, dye equipment, dye materials, mordants,  

additives and resource materials. Different methods of fixing dyes; steaming,  

soaking, boiling, solar dyeing and start preparing yarn. 

Monday: Preparation of fleece/wool yarn for dyeing, mordanting and start of dye  

baths of weld, dyers greenweed, madder, cochineal, woad/indigo. 

Tuesday: Top dyeing. Effect of additives on the colour such as acid, washing soda, ammonia 

and iron. Other plants; wood, bark, leaves, flowers. Further mordanting . 

Wednesday morning: Using dye baths for own samples. 

Thursday: Using natural dyes extracts. Using resists and several different dye baths to 

produce variegated hanks and fabrics to produce patterns and designs. 

Friday: Continue experiments with different types of wool, silk, and other fibres. More 

experiments with personal hanks. 

Saturday: Cleaning and disposal of dye stuffs and finish compiling personal samples and 

preparation for exhibition. 

Student experience required: 

Beginners and those with some experience who want to try something new and expand their 

knowledge of natural dyeing. 

Tutor profile:  

A great believer in the fact that there is always something new to learn, Judy finds this even 

after 35 years of natural dyeing. She grows dye plants and has been tutoring groups  

for the last 20 years. Her Shetland sheep inspired the knitting of Fair Isle patterns with all 

their variations of colours.  

Materials/equipment – students to bring: 

Notebook, pens, rubber gloves, apron, scissors, face mask if you have breathing problems. 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide:  

Dyes, mordants, modifiers, yarn for samples, card for samples, stoves, dye pots, steamer, 

microwave, swifts for hanking, ties for hanks, labels, woollen and silk cloth. 

Additional costs: 

Tutor will have wool yarn for sale for personal hanks and some dye plants. Her book, Natural 

Dyes, will be available at £14.50. 

Tutor web/blog: 

http://www.wheelfarmbarn.co.uk 
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Course code: SS17D10 

Course title: A Dyer’s Recipe Book 2 

Tutor: Debbie Tomkies 

 

Course overview: 

 A follow-on course by Debbie Tomkies from the very 

oversubscribed Dyer’s Recipe Book at SS15.  This 

course is for those who want to learn more about acid 

dyeing as well as those starting out on the dyeing 

adventure.  

 

Course content: 

Create an invaluable reference set of over 200 colour samples using acid dyes on wool and 

silk as well as having the opportunity to dye a selection of additional fibres/yarns using a 

range of techniques from simple immersion through dip-dye, ball-dye, handpaint and more! 

 

 Student experience:  No prior dyeing experience is required to enjoy and take away new 

skills from this course. More experienced dyers will, however, find plenty to keep them busy! 

 

Tutor profile: 

With over 25 years dyeing experience and many years teaching, Debbie loves passing on her 

colour knowledge to others. With her gentle encouragement you’ll be enjoying your own 

dyeing adventures in no time! 

    

Materials/equipment – students to bring:  

Just basic items - gloves, apron, notebook, inspiration materials (postcards, photographs etc.)  

Students may (optionally) bring additional fibre/yarns to dye if they wish. 

 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide:  

All dyes, sample cards, dyeing equipment and materials will be provided and a good selection 

of fibres and yarns for experimentation during the week. 

 

Additional costs: 

To cover the cost of all materials, including sample yarn, sample cards, a good range of 

fibre/yarn for the week, the additional cost will be £50. 

 

Tutor web/blog: 

www.dtcrafts.co.uk – retail website 

www.debbietomkies.co.uk – tutor information website and blog 
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Course code: SS17O11 

Course title: Dyeing to Weave, Dyeing to 

Felt 

Tutor: Jane Meredith 

Course overview: 

During this course, tutor Jane Meredith will teach 

the plant dyeing of fleece, tops and yarn which 

will then be used over the week for weaving on a 

Brinkley Loom and Peg Loom and also for 

felting.  The emphasis will be on the natural 

colours and how they can be combined to make 

beautiful items. 

Course content: 

Sunday evening:  A talk and slide show outlining the process of the week and showing pictures of 

Jane’s garden and all the plants that will be used.  Jane will also show some of her own work. 

Monday & Tuesday:  Plant dyeing fleece for peg loom weaving, yarn for the Brinkley looms and tops 

for felting all of which will have already been mordanted.  Jane will talk about mordanting  and the 

students will do a little bit to understand the process.  All the wool that students dye will be used over 

the next few days to make various items.  Jane will also make an indigo bath so that the students can 

produce green and blue wools.  Everyone will have a sample card of the different colours that they 

have dyed for reference. 

Tuesday afternoon:  A peg loom weaving project will be started with the dyed fleece and other 

sheep’s fleece which Jane will provide. 

Wednesday morning: Students will felt a seamless piece, a bag or a bowl from the tops that have been 

plant dyed.  There might be the opportunity to felt 2 or 3 large pieces for dyeing for the exhibition.  

To be decided….. 

Thursday:  Jane will introduce the Brinkley loom and students will learn how to warp this loom and 

then to weave a length. 

Friday:  Will be a day of continuing and finishing the different projects and doing other things that 

have arisen out of the learning. 

Saturday morning:  Bringing it all together. 

Student experience required: 

This course is entirely suitable for beginners, also for anyone who has knowledge of any of the 

processes. 

Tutor profile: 

Jane has been running workshops for the last 20 years from her home in Herefordshire and around the 

country. She and her family had a smallholding and she was given her first spinning wheel when her 

children were little.  Her love for wool and colour developed from her love of gardening and wool. 

Materials/equipment – student to bring:  

Although Jane will bring enough materials and equipment for all the processes students are welcome 

to bring some of their own handspun or machine spun yarn for warping the Brinkley loom.  Rubber 

gloves and an apron would be handy. 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide: 

Peg looms and Brinkley Looms.  Sheep’s fleeces already mordanted for dyeing.  Yarn for warp and 

weft and to be dyed.  Card for sampling.  All the pots and pans and burners. 

Additional costs: 

£25 per student for the materials 

Tutor web/blog: 

  www.plantdyedwool.co.uk         
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Course code: SS17O12 

Course title:  Embellishments Inspired by 

Textiles from Other Countries 

Tutor: Jennie Parry 
 

Course overview: 

Tutor, Jennie Parry, will lead students in looking 

at techniques from other cultures to provide 

inspiration for adding personal finishing touches 

to their own work, building a valuable continuing 

personal resource for future reference. 
 

Course content: 

How often do we seek an individual personal 

finishing touch for a carefully created item that has taken a huge amount of time to make? 

Where do we seek inspiration?  Books are helpful but Jennie feels that we can learn a great 

deal from both touching and looking at the details and techniques on textiles from other 

cultures.  

Using items from Jennie’s extensive collection of garments, bags, domestic items and animal 

trappings from several countries as a resource, we shall look afresh in detail at what appeals. 

Through understanding and sampling comes the opportunity to go beyond producing the 

facsimile, and to influence the design, shape or finish of future individual creative work. 

There will be a focus each day on certain features: e.g. edges, braids, tassels, joins, 

fastenings, fringes +. Students will be encouraged to make a series of samples, to experiment 

and keep notes to build a valuable continuing personal resource for future reference. 
 

Student experience required:   

Suitable for all abilities, sewing skills and dexterity are important. 
 

Tutor experience:   

As a braid maker, embroiderer and experienced freelance teacher, Jennie’s work involves 

thread: its interaction with cloth and/or other threads; through research; and fruition as an 

expressive medium. She exhibits widely. 

A life member of The Embroiderers’ Guild, founder member of the Braid Society of which 

she was President for five years, founder member of Leicestershire Guild, currently a 

member of Northamptonshire Guild. 
 

Materials/equipment – students to bring:  

A3 board - pin, cork or cardboard, sewing machine - optional, sewing kit, G clamp 

A further list will be sent to students on receipt of their balance with a reminder a month 

before Summer School. 
 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide: 

Sewing machine, inkle loom, simple loom, many useful gadgets, range of yarns 
 

Additional costs: 

Small donation for materials used 
 

Tutor web/blog 

www.jennieparry.co.uk        Page 12 
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Course code:mSS17O13 

Course title: Soft Basketry ; Explorations into Knots, 

Twining and Bias Weaves 

Tutor: Averil Otiv 
 

Course overview: 

Averil Otiv,  another very popular  tutor at SS15. This 

time, Averil will explore bias weave as a technique to 

create 3D structures based on corner numbers using a 

number of different materials, for example New 

Zealand flax, Portuguese rush, and 120lb watercolour 

paper. 
 

Course content: 

As well as exploring bias weave as a technique, preparation of the materials will be 

considered , including some natural dyeing where appropriate . Students will be able to work  

at their own pace and dwell on areas of particular interest if they wish. More complex weaves 

can also be considered. This will probably take the first half of the week. 

Knotting and/or twining will be considered in the second half of the week. Knotting in 3D 

with Japanese shifu paper or Portuguese rush to create net like structures will be considered. 

There will be an opportunity to use indigo in this process. 

Twining with plant materials from the garden to create small bags and pouches , again with 

natural dyeing as an option, will draw the week to a close. 
 

Student experience required:   

Open to all abilities 
 

Tutor profile:   

Averil has a degree in Botany and a PGCE. She has a keen interest in gardening and growing 

dye plants as well growing plants suitable for soft basketry. Averil taught in a sixth form 

college for many years and, after having a family, continued to teach adults at her home 

studio for over 20 years. 
 

Materials/equipment – students to bring:  

A comprehensive list will be sent to students on receipt of their balance with a reminder a 

month before Summer School. 
 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide:  

Suitable paper , New Zealand flax and Portuguese rush. All dye materials . Japanese shifu 

paper and formers for bags. 
 

Additional costs:  

Between £5 and £10, depending on materials selected 
 

Tutor web/blog:  

averilotiv.co.uk          
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Course code: SS17O14 

Course title: Contemporary Textile Basketry 

Tutor: Jo Clarke 

 

Course overview: 

With the very innovative tutor, Jo Clarke. The 

course will concentrate on textile 

basketmaking using the crossed base technique 

with weaving and twining, covering an 

introduction to materials, natural and recycled, 

a look at the work of current practitioners in 

contemporary basketry and the historical content of basketry techniques. 

 

Course content: 

The course, based on the techniques of weaving and twining, used in a contemporary way.  

An introduction to materials and experimentation will be encouraged so that each student 

ends with a unique creation relevant to themselves.  The work will be progressive, beginning 

with sampling and sketchbook ideas and group discussion. Students will be encouraged to 

work creatively on their baskets each day giving their own input to the finished creation. 

Basket making is a slow and rhythmic experience and fully occupies the mind and body.  

Student experience required:   

The course will be suitable for beginners onwards. 

 

Tutor profile:   

Jo has been working with Norfolk County Council as an adult education tutor teaching 

machine knitting and running workshops and demonstrations in silk painting and pewter 

embossing in collaboration with Norfolk Craft Guild members. She currently offers informal 

workshops in textile basketry at her studio premises in Diss, Norfolk. 

 

Materials/equipment – students to bring:  

Natural, pre-used and found textile materials to incorporate into the basket weaves along with 

a sketchbook and your favourite pencils/pens.  

A more comprehensive list will be sent to students on receipt of their balance with a reminder 

a month before Summer School. 
 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide: 

Ropes, twines and yarn in a variety of natural materials 

 

Additional costs:  

A charge of approximately £10 for materials will be made 

 

Tutor web/blog: 

www.joclarkedesigns.com 
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Course code: SS17O15 

Course title: Sock Knitting Design and Techniques 

Tutor: Fiona Morris 
 

Course overview: 

As a very experienced knitting tutor, also publishing in a variety of 

magazines, Fiona Morris will be looking at different ways of 

constructing socks to knit the perfect sock for you, whatever level of 

sock knitting experience students have. 
 

Course content: 

We will start the week by looking at several ways to construct socks, 

from the cuff down and the toe-up. We will cover different methods 

of casting on, working the heel, shaping the toe, understanding 

where to make adjustments for better fit, knitting on double pointed 

needles or 2 circular needles or Magic Loop and combining different 

stitch patterns to make new sock designs. Those new to knitting 

socks will start the week by learning to knit both a cuff down and a 

toe-up baby sock to understand the structure of knitted socks to then 

be able to design your own sock. For those of you who have knitted 

socks before you may also want to knit the sample baby socks if they 

cover a technique you have not used before and you will also be 

helped to design your own sock pattern. 

Student experience required:   
 

Student experience required:   

From ‘new to sock knitting’ knitters to experienced knitters wanting 

to design their own socks. Not suitable for complete beginners to 

knitting. 
 

Tutor profile:   

Fiona is a very experienced knitting tutor having taught all levels of knitting skills from 

beginners to pre-degree level for the past 20 years. She teaches knitting workshops in yarn 

shops, residential colleges, guilds including the Online Guild and knitting groups around the 

country and has also demonstrated knitting techniques at the V&A Museum. She has also 

been teaching on a knitting holiday in France for the past 7 years. 

As well as teaching knitting workshop she is the only tutor in the country to still offer the 

City and Guilds course in Hand Knit Textiles as a distance learning option. Her designs have 

been published in a number of UK knitting magazines and her work has been exhibited in the 

UK and abroad. 
 

Materials/equipment – students to bring:  

Needles and yarn.  A comprehensive list will be sent to students on receipt of their balance 

with a reminder a month before Summer School. 
 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide:  

Fiona will bring a selection of stitch pattern books 
 

Additional costs: 

None 
 

Tutor web/blog: 

www.fionamorrisdesigns.co.uk  www.distanceknitting.com 

http://fiknits.blogspot.com  https://www.facebook.com/FionaMorrisDesigns Page 15  
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Course code: SS17O16 

Course title:  Fabric Printing: Traditional and non 

traditional methods of applying colour to cloth to include 

Screen and Eco Printing 

 

Tutors: Alison Hulme and Caroline Bell 

 

Course overview: 

This course will explore a range of printing techniques to 

create useable samples and ideas for further exploration. 

 

Course content: 

The week will be roughly divided in half with the first part of 

the workshop focussing on  printing on fabric using acrylic 

and fabric medium with various pieces of equipment 

including silk screens, gelli plates, thermofaxes and stamps. There will be an interlude where 

students can apply what they have learned and use the same processes to print using natural 

dyes. The latter part of the week will focus on eco printing, the process whereby heat and 

moisture are applied to leaves wrapped cloth or paper to produce plant imagery.  

 

 Student experience required:   

This class is suitable for and of interest to all levels of abilities 

 

Tutor profile:   

 Alison Hulme is a textile artist with an interest in print on textiles and the printed word. She 

holds a degree in Stitched Textiles from Eastleigh College. Caroline Bell is a textile artist 

with an interest and expertise in natural dyes and natural printing.  She holds a degree in 

Stitched Textiles from Eastleigh College. In 2014 she was awarded an Embroiderers Guild 

Scholarship 

 

Materials/equipment – students to bring:  

A comprehensive list will be sent to students on receipt of their balance with a reminder a 

month before Summer School. 

 

Materials/equipment – tutors will provide:  

All printing equipment, screens, gelli plates, thermofaxes, ecoprinting equipment etc 

 

Additional costs: 

£25 to cover dyes, textile medium and premordanted cloth 

 

Tutor web/blog: 

 www.caroline-bell.co.uk     www.alisonhulmetextiles.wordpress.com 
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Course code: SS17 

Course title: From Fibre to Form 

Tutor: Jane Ponsford 

 

Course overview: 

Experimental papermaking with innovative paper 

designer, Jane Ponsford, encompassing 

papermaking from the fibre through pulp to paper. 

Techniques explored will include casting, 

couching, embossing and laminating. Participants 

will be able to work on both 2D sheets and 3D structures. 

 

Course content: 

From Fibre to Form will be an experimental papermaking course with a textiles focus 

encompassing papermaking from start to finish, so from the fibre to pulp to paper. The course 

will include the making and use of the vat, moulds, deckles, couching, pressing and drying 

papers, moving on to more experimental techniques such as embedding threads and 

incorporating inclusions. Teaching will be by demonstration and example and by individual 

instruction. People taking part will be supported and encouraged to develop projects through 

the course of the week. Jane will be happy to return to the workrooms in the evening if 

participants would like to continue making. 

 

Student experience required:   

The course is open to all abilities. 

 

Tutor profile:   

Jane Ponsford is an exhibiting artist, papermaker and an experienced teacher who enjoys 

working with people and runs workshops in papermaking and bookbinding in a variety of 

settings from schools and galleries to museums and out in the landscape. She has a strong 

interest in working in response to particular places or landscapes and using materials from the 

local environment or exploring recycling by making paper from old shirts and cotton or linen 

rags. She also runs courses at West Dean and with Stroud International Textiles. 

  

Materials/equipment – students to bring:  

Scraps of fabric and thread to incorporate into your paper, inks and drawing materials would 

be helpful 

 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide: 

Papermaking equipment: vats, mould and deckles, felts etc. cotton pulps and other fibres for 

papermaking, wire and string, paperpulp beaters and hotplate 

 

Additional costs:  

A small charge will be made for materials (£3.50 for paperpulp) 

 

Tutor web/blog:  

www.janeponsfordstudio.com       Page 17 
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Course code: SS17O18 

Course title: Textures in Nature: Experimental 3D Felting 

Techniques 

Tutor: Sarah Waters 

 

Course overview: 

Taking inspiration from nature to create 3D felt structures.  

Sarah is a highly recommended and experienced feltmaker, and 

tutors felt and textile courses on cruise ships. 

 

Resume of course content: 

This is a week for experimenting with a variety of felt techniques. Using nature as an 

inspiration for ideas of design and colour, texture will be created initially within flat felt. 

Participants will practice with samples based on these techniques. The middle section of the 

course we will be experimenting with resists, cords, craters and slashes to achieve layers and 

texture within a 3D object. The final project will be a culmination of the skills learnt and 

applied to your individual project, with Sarah’s guidance. 

 

Student experience required:   

Suitable for all levels felt making, although an understanding of basic feltmaking techniques 

is required. 

 

Tutor profile:   

Sarah is a textile artist with a passion for felt making that originates from her love of sheep. 

Living in the New Forest her work reflects her desire to connect with nature and the 

importance of sustainability.  Sarah has been spinning, weaving and dyeing her own fleeces 

for over thirty years, initially using wool from her own flock of several hundred rare breeds 

of sheep. Feltmaking was a natural progression. Sarah now has almost twenty years of 

experience in teaching feltmaking from school children, adults with learning difficulties to 

community projects. She currently runs her own textiles business teaching, exhibiting in the 

UK and internationally and tutors across the country. Sarah sells her work through galleries 

and online. 

 

Materials/equipment – student to bring:  

Please bring photos/objects/sketch material to use as a source of inspiration for your final 

project. 

Merino fleece and felting equipment (towels, bubblewrap, plastic, cotton sheet, soap etc.) 

A more comprehensive list will be sent to students a month before Summer School 

 

Materials/equipment – tutor will provide: 

Roller blinds; template material; Offcuts of fabrics and fleece;  

 

Additional costs: Merino and Norwegian/Bergshaf wool will be available to purchase 

throughout the workshop. 

 

Tutor web/blog: 

www.sarahwaterstextiles.com 

www.sarahwatersart.wordpress.com       Page 18 
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Additional information 

Sparsholt College is a large and attractive campus 

set in the beautiful Hampshire countryside, about 

three miles from Winchester. 

The workrooms are in the purpose-built 

Sainsbury Building and the new Engineering 

Building. The campus has some inclines. 

 

 

Accommodation 

Single en-suite rooms, these are typical student study bedrooms in halls of residence. 

Non-resident, an option for those who live locally and for those who wish to find their own 

accommodation off campus.  There are a number of hotels and B & Bs in and around 

Winchester. 

Camping is either hard standing or soft standing behind the Sports Hall.  Toilet and shower 

facilities are available in the Sports Hall, also drinking water.  There is no electricity pickup 

point.  Chemical toilet waste can be disposed of but the College will have to be advised of 

this requirement in advance. 

Companions or for those who wish to attend Summer School without attending a course.  

The Rec Centre will be available Monday – Thursday for those wishing to have a central 

meeting place. 

There are no self catering options in the residential blocks as these are not viable. 

Disabled facilities.  The workrooms in the Sainsbury and Engineering buildings have 

disabled access.  There are a number of ground floor bedrooms with wet room facilities, 

available.  Please make a note on the booking form if you require a bedroom with disabled 

access.  A carer can be accommodated in the bedroom, with the addition of a bed. 

 

Refreshments 

Beverages will be available for purchase from the café during the day. 

Lunches 

In an effort to keep the costs down, it has been decided not to include lunches in the price.  

Lunches have been a bit of a bone of contention at some previous Summer Schools! There 

will be the opportunity to purchase lunch from the café or campus shop, though the intention 

to do so must be made clear when booking, to give the chef an indication of numbers. The 

café has a good selection of hot and cold food.  There a supermarket about a mile away for 

those who wish to purchase alternative lunches. 

 

The Summer School week will include all the usual favourites, a trade fair, silent auction, 

fashion show, raffle, CoA exhibition, with a final celebration at the Gala Dinner.  

During August there will be an exhibition, ‘A Touch of Silk’, from the Guilds in the 

Association’s South East region at Whitchurch Silk Mill. A tour of the mill is planned for the 

Wednesday afternoon. 

 

Winchester and the surrounding countryside has many historic and fascinating places to visit. 

Wednesday afternoon will be free for exploring some of these. 
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Extra nights  

It will be possible to book accommodation for extra nights with Sparsholt College, however 

they must be booked direct with the college, as we cannot offer these through Summer 

School.  You are advised to book early.   

 

Winchester has good public transport links, an hour by train from London Waterloo, also on 

direct routes from Birmingham and the north of England, and National Express coaches 

operate from London and Oxford.  Southampton International Airport is 15 minutes by road 

or rail.  Winchester is conveniently located just off the M3, junctions 9, 10 and 11, and 

accessible via the A34 from Newbury and Oxford.  The college is approximately four miles 

from Winchester station.  Taxis are available at the station. 

 

Course choices 

Please read the information provided by each tutor when considering which courses to apply 

for.  Decide which three courses are your choices and complete the booking form on page 23. 

  

Equipment and materials 

A more detailed ‘to bring’ list will be sent with payment of the balance, with a ‘hello’ 

message from your tutor a month ahead of the start of Summer School. 

 

Allocation of courses will begin on January 1
st
 2017, with a ‘names in the hat’ system for 

over- subscribed courses.  Every effort will be made to allocate a place on a course of your 

choice.  Notification of course allocation will by 15 January 2017. 

 

Payment 

Deposit with booking form to be paid by 31 December 2016 

Balance by 31 March 2017 

Payment can be made by: 

Cheque, made out to ‘AGWSD Summer School’ in £sterling sent by post with the booking 

form to the Convenor (address below) 

BACS, NatWest: account 10247599 sort code 60-17-31, please use SS17 and your name as 

reference 

Paypal , account: treasurer@wsd.org.uk, please use SS17 and your name as reference.  Add 

£2.50 to each Paypal transaction to cover the Paypal costs. 

The completed booking form may be sent as an attachment to an email to 

summerschool@wsd.org.uk, or by post to the Convenor, Janet Crowther, 27 St John’s Road, 

Petts Wood, Orpington, Kent BR5 1HS 

 

Cancellation 

Cancellation before 31 March 2017 and the deposit may be refunded.  Cancellation after 31 

March 2017 only in exceptional circumstances and if the place can be filled, will the costs be 

refunded. 

The AGWSD Summer Schools are very special occasions, not only for learning but also for 

fun and friendship - a ‘Simply Special’ experience.  Copies of the brochure are be available 

online from the Convenor, summerschool@wsd.org.uk, on the AGWSD website 

www.wsd.org.uk and from your Guild secretary.      Page 20
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AGWSD Bursaries for Summer School 2017 ‘Simply Special’ at Sparsholt 

The Association has a Bursary Fund which may be available for Guild members who need 

some help paying for the tuition cost. Please see the separate Bursary Application form for 

details, page 22. This is also available from your Guild Secretary or on the Web Information 

Point (WIP).” 

The GPC has considered fully the question of bursaries taking into account all the comments 

from the AGM. The original idea of the bursaries was to assist young or needy persons to 

attend the summer school and for them to pass on their knowledge in return for the bursary 

either by a journal article or a talk about what they have learnt to their own guild. 

 

Bursaries will be awarded for the 2017 Summer School following these criteria: 

  

1. Up to 75% of the cost of the course fees will be considered. 

2. The bursaries are awarded at the discretion of the GPC. 

3. Although it may seem invasive asking for personal information regarding the need for 

a bursary, it is essential to ensure they go to the people who need it the most. All 

information given will be treated in the strictest confidence. 

4. Applications will be considered from any Guild member where that Guild is a 

member of the Association. 

5. All recipients of a bursary will be asked to “give something back” in return for that 

bursary. This may be an article on their experience for the Journal, a talk to their guild 

about their experience or what they have learnt, or perhaps a short workshop for their 

guild to pass on their new skills. This list is not exhaustive. 

 

The final date for receipt of bursary applications is 31
st
 October 2016 

 

If an applicant wishes they may enclose a letter of support from their Guild expressing why 

they should get a bursary. 

 

Please use the application form, page 22, and when complete send to the Secretary of the 

Association. 

 

Mrs Sarah Williams 

74 Norfolk Road, Sheffield, S2 2SY 

Email Secretary@wsd.org.uk 

 

Once we have received your form, a code will be issued to the applicant for them to include 

on their Summer School application.  This will enable the applicant to pay a reduced deposit 

until the decisions are made.  

 

You should receive a decision on your application by 1
st
 December 2016 which is before the 

closing date for Summer School applications 

 

For more information regarding Summer School please go to the Association website; 

www.wsd.org.uk/news.php 
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Association of Guilds of Weavers, Spinners and Dyers 

Bursary Application Form Summer School 2017  

 

Name  ____________________________________________________________________ 

Address ___________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Telephone no. ______________________________________________________________ 

Email address ______________________________________________________________ 

Guild  ____________________________________________________________________ 

How long have you been spinning, weaving or dyeing?  ____________________________ 

Have you attended an Association Summer School before? __________________________ 

Which Summer School did you attend?  __________________________________________ 

Why do you want to attend this Summer School?  __________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

What course do you wish to take? Please use the code number.  _______________________ 

Please give your reasons why you need to claim a bursary? Please continue on a separate 

sheet it required.  ___________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

How much bursary do you need?  _______________________________________________ 

What will happen if you do not get a bursary? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Please state what you intend to do with the knowledge gained at the Summer School. (As per 

item 5 on page 1)  ___________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I declare that the information given above is correct. I wish to apply for a bursary for 

the 2017 Summer School 

Signature  ___________________________  Date  _________________________ 

Please send your application to the Association Secretary to arrive no later than 31 

October 2016 

Mrs Sarah Williams, 74 Norfolk Road, Sheffield, S2 2SY 

Email secretary@wsd.org.uk 
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AGWSD Summer School 2017 ‘Simply Special’ 

Booking form 

Name   

Address 

 

 

 

Phone 

landline 

 Phone 

mobile 

 

email  

Guild  

 

Accommodation  
 

cost Deposit to be paid 

with booking 

Balance to be paid 

by 31 March 2017 

Single en-suite half board 

Course + breakfasts + suppers + Gala Dinner 

 £675 £225 £450 

Non resident 

Course + Gala Dinner 

 £280 £80 £200 

Camping 

Course + breakfast + suppers + Gala Dinner 

 £470 £170 £300 

Camping self catering 

Course + Gala Dinner 

 £385 £135 £250 

Companion 

breakfasts + suppers + Gala Dinner 

 £485 £145 £340 

Non Guild member + £50 to be paid with the 

deposit 

    

Disability access room required?  

 

I will purchase lunch from the College café yes no 

Special dietary requirements, please state 

The college are able to cater for all dietary requirements with the exception of kosher food 

 

 

Please  payment method  

Cheques payable to: AGWSD Summer School  send to the Convenor (address below)  

BACS payment Nat West: account 10247599 sort code 60-17-31  

Paypal account: treasurer@wsd.org.uk  add £2.50 for each transaction to cover Paypal costs  

Please leave this section blank 

date Course allocation  Notification sent Deposit 

received 

Balance paid 

      

      

      

Please return your booking form as an email attachment to summerschool@wsd.org.uk or by post to 

Janet Crowther, Convenor, 27 St John’s Road, Petts Wood, Orpington, Kent BR5 1HS Page 23 

Course 

choice 

one 

Course code  

Course title  

tutor  

Course 

choice 

two 

Course code  

Course title  

tutor  

Course 

choice 

three 

Course code  

Course title  

tutor  

Bursary code if applicable  
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